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Introduction

People from low-income communities tend to be underrepresented in technology industries. Although many efforts are
being made throughout the United States to address technology issues in these neighborhoods, the vast majority of
these programs focus on internet access and computer literacy. This poster describes two classes from a
series that was designed to give teenagers in low-income neighborhoods a chance to experience working
with technology in a way that is more like what they
would experience in a technology career. Both classes
involve creating software applications using computer
programming. In the first class, students learned about
database concepts in order to create a simple socialnetworking application. In the second, they created
two-dimensional arcade-style games.

Game Programming Class

Setting: Alternative public school for students who have not fared well in the public school system
Technology: Phrogram
Initial game: Move a sprite with arrow keys to intersect another sprite
Final game: Build on simple game, student’s creative direction

Reasons for choosing game programming
• Games interest teens
• Game industry good career[4]
• Game programming teaches geometry, logic, and mathematics

Fighting game using animated
gifs from web

Simple Game
• Put sprite on screen
• Move sprite with arrow keys
• Collide with another sprite
• Sound is played
• Second sprite moves to a random location

Previous approaches:

• 3D story-telling [1]
• Choose your own adventure [2]
• Graphical computer programming [3]

Database Class

Setting: After-school, public computer lab, Seattle public housing
Final project: Create software application that shows how people are socially connected
Database Design: Group design process
User Interface Design: Individual using Visual Studio Designer
Technology: Microsoft Visual Studio, SQL Server, Visual Basic .NET
Final Display: Data visualization created by instructors

Results:
• Students very interested in databases
• Understood basic concepts
• Not deep enough knowledge to program independently
• Working with databases posed many
technical challenges.
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Teaching through Sample Code
• New features discussed at the end of each class
• Instructors created sample code
• Examples: animated sprites, jumping, shootings, moving by
steering
• Students modified sample code for their games

Horizontal shooting example
turned into vertical shooting

Expression of a student’s Goth
interests through the game

Results:
• Sample code technique very successful
• Students ncorporated code without full understanding, yet understanding increased (much like learning a natural language)
• Example: turning horizontal shooting sample into vertical shooting

Evaluation: Students were interviewed one-on-one by outside evaluator
• Connection between tech skills and community
• Interested in teaching others what they learned
• Link between technology and creativity
• Preparing for their future
Example: “Was this program beneficial for you? How?”
• “Yes—it helped me learn a lot about computers and how games are built—it’s fun;
I got to learn to make games and stuff.”
• “Yes—it just helps me bring stuff outside of myself—like ideas/interests…like, I’ve
never thought I’d design a game, but I got into it.I’d like to create more games.”
• “I got really into it—at first it was just something to do—but then I got into it…”
• “Yes—I learned something that I wouldn’t have been able to learn by myself…”
• “Yes—‘cause it help me in life: like get me into different kinds of schools; make me
a gamemaker.”

Using steering example in
driving game
Funders:
• Communities Connect (Gates Foundation)
• Microsoft Unlimited Potential

